
  



An Overview: Aligning business strategy and brand strategy

Who What + Why How

Opportunity Target 
Audience

Brand 
Experience

Value 
Proposition

Brand 
Inspiration

Brand 
Blueprint

Brand 
Expressions

Brand 
Execution

 Business Strategy
> Vision
> Mission
> Values
> Purpose
> Goals
> IP.

>  How much
money
(Budget setting)

>  How you
spend it
(Tactic selection)

>  What measures
(Success metrics)
>  Perception metrics
>  Performance 

metrics
>  Financial metrics
>  Ongoing audits

>  Alignment of
products and
services
>  eg, how the 

product lives up to 
the expectations 
set by the brand

> Implementation

>  Launch.

(Investigate activities 
related to the intended 
project scope and 
deliverables)

(This work will also 
confirm the ‘Who’ 
hypotheses)

Hypothetical ‘Customer 
Experience’ Touch 
Point Map for each 
target market

Through the eyes  
of the ‘Who’, and 
evaluate current  
‘What’, ‘Why’, ‘How’

 Business Context
> Brand audit
> Client insights.

>  Brand Culture 
Framework

> Creative Brief

How you act

>  Internal Brand Alignment
>  People and Behaviour: eg, how 

the sales staff demonstrate the 
brand’s values through the ways 
they deal with customers

What you say and to whom

> Messaging
>  Channels and Environments: 

eg, how the design of store 
interiors creates the right 
brand experience

How you speak

> Tone of Voice
>  Communications: eg, what the

brand promotes

How you look

>  Visual Identity: eg, how the brand 
appears ie, symbol and logo, 
typography, colour palette, grid, 
imagery style, graphic devices

Naming and taglines

> Verbal Identity

Brand 
Values

Brand 
Personality

What success 
looks like and 
how it will be 
measured

Hypotheses on 
priority targets / 
customer 
segments

Industry, client, 
and competitors 
assessment

Who + What + Why

Value Proposition What you offer and 
who offers it

> Brand Architecture

>  Customer 
Experience 
Touch Point Map

Brand 
Story

Brand 
Promise

Brand 
Essence

Every project is different and every client requirement is 
different. The common starting point is looking at the 'bigger 
picture' right from the start of the project. We enter a project 
at different stages of the company's journey—new ventures, 
merger and acquisitions, rapid growth, or a challenging new 
business environment. We need to understand their vision 
and how their organisation measures success, we also need 
to find out where they have been. The 'Impact Model' is a tool 
Brand Audits uses in discussions at the commencement of a 
project. It helps us quickly grasp some issues as well as the 

level of understanding the client and management has around 
'brand'. We don't reinvent the wheel unless we have to. 

In the case of the FPQ brand strategy project, we would 
dovetail any existing research completed into new customer 
research. It is important to build on and leverage the work 
done to date. It is also important to create a 'Brand Glossary' 
right at the start of the project to ensure everyone is working 
from the same base. Brand is a confusing term—it was once 
seen as a  just a logo' to 'everything a company says, does, 

acts, and looks like. The 'Brand Glossary' forms an important 
point of reference for all—from Board, to Executives, to staff 
at all levels as well as stakeholders, partners, and sponsors. 
Its job is to simply explain what it is that makes FPQ unique 
and memorable. 



BRAND EXPERIENCE—WHERE STRATEGY MEETS REALITY

BRAND TOUCHPOINTS (sample only shown)BRAND EXPRESSION

BRAND 
MANAGEMENT

CORE STATIONERY 
(Electronic and printed—

media releases,  
letterheads, etc)

APPAREL 
(Staff and volunteers)

PRINTED 
LITERATURE 

(Brochures, reports, 
and research, etc)

SIGNAGE 
(Vehicle livery, 

events, 
and exhibitions)

AWARDS 
(Certificates, 
and plaques)

FORMS / 
DOCUMENTS 

(Contracts,  
legal, and 

administration)

BROADCASTING 
(TV graphics, multi- 

media, and event livery)

BUILT  
ENVIRONMENT / 

INTERIORS 
(Clinic, displays, and  

‘pop-up’ offices)

PROMOTIONS 
(Sponsors / partners  

promotional 
opportunities)

ADVERTISING 
(Online and offline— 
TV, billboard, website  

banner, radio)
HR / INTERNAL 

COMMUNICATIONS 
(Full and part-time staff  

and volunteers)

DIGITAL  
(Website, email,  
apps, Facebook,  
Twitter, Youtube,  
E-Pen, Printerest,  

Vimeo, and  
PPT)

ONGOING 
EDUCATION / 
MENTORING  

(Executives  
and all of staff— 

Education  
tool kit)

BRAND BOOK AND 
GUIDELINES

CREATIVE BRIEF / 
EVALUATION

BRAND DUE  
DILIGENCE

IMPLEMENT
IDENTITY

BRAND
LICENSING /  

INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY  

PROTECTION

     BRAND

Brand

Core values

Brand 
Vision

 Brand Board

An Overview: ‘Brand Wheel’ showing context for brand development

Brand considerations

Other 
S/holders

BRAND ESSENCE:

VIS
IO

N, VALUES, PURPOSE, AND S
TR

AT
EG

Y.
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Company: A corporate overview of Brand Audits

> Providing unparalleled corporate brand expertise

> Brand auditing

> d.thinking: business innovation intensive

> Brand development and identity strategy

> Communication counsel.

About Brand Audits

Our firm’s brand strategy processes were developed over 
30 years. Working to an organisation’s specific needs,  
our multidisciplinary team deliver leading-edge brand 
strategy, brand development, brand auditing, and effective 
brand identity strategies.

Brand Audits is also at the forefront of business innovation, 
coaching Australian executives in design thinking. In 2011, 
we introduced the ‘d.thinking Business Innovation Intensive’. 
Inspired by the Stanford University’s d School, the intensive 
is designed to help organisations foster innovation to deliver 
differentiated brand experiences.

Brand Auditing

Our Brand Auditing services are based on more than 
30 year’s diverse corporate brand experience.

Regular auditing keeps a brand strategically-focussed 
and fuses customer touch points to exceptional  
brand experiences. 

Brand auditing is the key to protecting your brand’s value, 
preventing brand erosion, and increasing your market 
position. It’s the foundation for building a strong, valuable 
brand with a competitive advantage. It is just the beginning 
of the brand strategy development journey.

Brand Audits takes a ‘bigger picture’ approach to auditing 
a brand. We look at every opportunity your organisation  
has for interfacing with its clients and how this can be 
controlled with exceptional design. Our firm highlights every 
synergistic opportunity available to an organisation to create 
the right customer impression and ensure the business 
strategy is fully supported and both internal and external 
stakeholders understand their specific role in creating  
the brand experience. Ongoing stakeholder engagement  
is important for the brand’s long-term growth and  
value creation.

How Brand Auditing helps business

Brand Audits provides brand auditing and strategic brand 
solutions for whole-of-business brand management.

Brand auditing is an essential risk management process and 
sustainable business practice for any organisation. Regular 
brand auditing helps protect a brand’s value, prevent its slow 
erosion, and ensure its consumer relevance.

Through our propriety auditing processes, the Brand Audits 
team works closely with key internal stakeholders to 
independently audit, and assess how the organisation’s 
brand strategy aligns with the business strategy.  

We ensure your business strategy aligns with your design 
strategy and is translated across all aspects of the brand 
experience and client touch points. We also provide 
solutions to the gaps identified between your business 
strategy and brand execution.

Our brand assessments and solutions are informed by  
both your stakeholders and your organisation, so that they 
are strategically relevant and commercially significant.

Brand audit report

We provide an independent report assessing your  
brand’s visual identity against the organisation’s business 
strategy, brand values, and vision. We also provide an 
analysis of the previous FPQ brand strategy and brand 
expression to benchmark your brand and identify existing  
and new opportunities. 

Our audit includes a catalogue of your current visual 
branding. Whether it be your stationery or your, signage, 
apparel, websites, uniforms, marketing collateral, or 
advertising materials—they are all integral client touch  
points that communicate your business strategy and  
brand message to the various staff, clients, partners,  
and other stakeholders. 

“Thorough and professional as usual.”
Ms Lily Chan, Principal Architect,  

Office of the City Architect and Heritage for the  
Chief Executive Officer, Gold Coast City Council
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Company: A corporate overview of Brand Audits (cont.)

> Business strategy, business plan, and marketing plan
> Brand identity standards and systems
> Brand plans and creative briefs
> Brand positioning research
> All marketing collateral, products and other touch points.

Assessment of legal risks

Brand Audits reports consider brand trademark issues 
related to your brand. In consultation with a specialist 
intellectual property lawyer, we check on the ownership of 
your IP / TM including logo, tagline, and imagery used to 
represent your brand.

Action plan

Any gaps between the business strategy and its visual 
translation are identified. Brand Audits provides whole-of-
business solutions and an action plan for addressing these 
gaps, revitalising the brand, and implementing your brand 
story. Our solutions help you ensure every ‘customer touch 
point’ incorporates exception design aligned with the 
business strategy.

Brand audits will also advise on developing a design brief 
and the selection of the right design agency to reinterpret 
your brand.

Mentoring

Our service includes an on-going mentoring service.  
Our mentoring services help build your in-house branding 
capacity. We work with your executive team and external 
partners to successfully integrate design into every aspect of 
the brand. Creation and monitoring of briefs and partner 
performance is important to the success of the 
implementation. We know that having every team member 
fully engaged in the outcome, means ongoing and 
sustainable quality outputs by all.

Brand development and identity strategy

Brand Audits works with organisations to develop their 
brand, the brand identity and project management its 
implementation across the organisation.

With an experienced multidisciplined team as well as  
brand and design processes developed over 30 years,  
we consistently and efficiently deliver leading-edge brand 
strategies and brand development. 

Our emphasis is two-fold: creating extraordinary  
brand experiences which supports long-term, strategic 
brand development.  

Brand Audits’ work is backed by research and a logistics 
process which allows us to eliminate costly production 
mistakes and delays. We work to a proven and flexible 
methodology and have a track record of efficiency as well 
as meeting deadlines You can trust us to deliver! 

Our services encompass:
> Brand strategy development and advice
> Brand management tools
> Visual strategy and design management.

Every challenge is an opportunity 

At Brand Audits, we see every challenge as a new 
opportunity to work with businesses, divisions, teams, 
and individuals to improve performance.

As strategic advisors or interim executives we engage with 
our clients to create, lead and implement agreed initiatives. 
Our focus is on making a real difference to our clients.

Enhancing enterprise value

We actively work with Corporates, Investment Banks, 
Commercial Banks, Private Equity, SMEs, NFPs, and Family 
Businesses to mitigate risk and enhance enterprise  
value. Our fees are aligned to the achievement of  
agreed outcomes.

“We worked to some very tight deadlines and were 
fortunate to have your support and commitment to  

help us meet our objectives. The result is a document 
which the UniQuest staff and Board of Directors  
are proud to pass on to various stakeholders and 

potential new commercial partners.”
Mr David Henderson,  

Managing Director, UniQuest



Christine Moody is an Australian leader in corporate 
branding and visual communication. 

For over 30 years, this highly-awarded Brisbane 
businesswoman has been providing communication  
counsel to corporate and government clients across a  
range of projects. A skilled communicator, Christine’s 
particular expertise is strategic brand design and interpreting 
corporate plans into visual and branding materials. 

Known for her professional approach and her sense of 
humour, Christine is using her unique leadership style, 
knowledge and extensive experience to take Brand Audits 
to its next stage. Her vision is in creating a top-end 
consulting firm that delivers excellence to clients  
consistently and efficiently.

Qualifications

Executive Education
– Stanford University Graduate School of Business, Design

Thinking Bootcamp 2011
– Post Graduate Diploma in Communication (Distinction),

Advertising Major, Queensland University of Technology
(QUT): received Dean’s Award for Excellence

– Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD)
Company Director’s Course 2010

– AICD Interpreting Company Financial Statements
E-Learning Course 2010

– Bachelor of Arts—Graphic Design, Queensland College
of Art (QCA), Griffith University

– Current—Masters of Applied Science (Brand Research)
“How international companies use design thinking to
compete by differentiation”, QUT: due to complete
by 2013/14.

Brand Auditing

–  Chris works with large and small, local and international
teams and organisations to link corporate strategy with
brand strategy.

>  Extensive brand management and project
experience—Gold Coast City Council, Surfers
Paradise Hilton, and IndyCar Grand Prix

> Extensive NFP projects include: Signature
Brisbane, QIMR, UniQuest, Uniting Health Care,
and Leukaemia Foundation,

>  Experience in working on global brands—
ICC (Dubai), Become (USA), Wrigleys (USA),
and Bank Muscat (Oman)

>  An ability to see over the horizon and ‘think
differently’ others don’t

>  Able to bring Boards of Directors, Executives,
and employees along on the brand journey

>  Ability to grasp the issues quickly

>  Attention to detail in every aspect of the
project outputs.

Christine Moody –  Regular audits not only protect valuable tangible and
intangible assets, it also ensures that the organisation
remains at the forefront of business innovation.

Strategic Advice

–  Chris works with Boards, CEO’s, and Executives to
advise on brand strategy. Leaders today understand that
brands are no longer just logos living in the marketing
department, a organisation’s brand is everything it how it
acts, what it says, how it is said, and how it looks. The
development of a successful brand strategy involves
relevant consumer research, client observations, and a
carefully executed plan that ensures an all-of-company
understanding. Once the internal branding is understood,
external branding can be implemented to ensure all other
stakeholders, partners, sponsors, and clients receive the
same key messages.

Brand design and execution

–  Chris develops flexible online and offline identity systems
that are underpinned by research and advised by
marketplace trend watching. Innovative business
ideas—both products and processes—are developed in
close collaboration with the client.

Executive coaching and staff mentoring

–  Embedding brand is not a one-off process. Continuing
education is important to maintain the organisation’s
brand differentiators. New recruits, new clients, and new
stakeholders—as well as existing staff, clients, and
stakeholders—need to be continually monitored and
adjusted to ensure that all of the company is aligned in its
purpose. Chris has developed award-winning products
and processes to assist with this.

(Refer Appendix One for full version of CV)

Experience: Evidence of previous brand projects and brand experience 

Brand Audits



 Experience: Evidence of previous brand projects and brand experience (cont.)

Our approach

Every project and every organisation is 
different. While our underlying framework is 
similar on every project the brand language 
and associated ‘tools’ are customised to suit 
the client’s requirements and appropriate to 
the organisation’s culture.

Brand Audits uses the ‘Impact Model’ 
framework (refer page five) to help guide and 
develop the brand strategy in the business 
context. 

–   



Experience: Evidence of previous brand projects and brand experience (cont.)

Gold Coast City Council

Conducted a brand audit across entire 
Gold Coast City Council assets, prior to 
developing an entirely new guidelines 
for both brand identity and signage

Gold Coast City Council's (GCCC) council 
responsibilities range from building and 
maintaining public infrastructure, 
encouraging economic development, caring 
for the environment to looking after public 
health, recreation and cultural development.  
GCCC currently administers an area from 
the Albert River to the Queensland-New 
South Wales border. Brand Audits has 
developed strategies for all of Council as 
well as each asset and each division—Pools, 
parks, oceanways, natural areas, suburbs, 
beach access, as well as 'special areas' such 
as Regional Botanic Gardens, Kirra Hill 
Community Centre, and Libraries. All 
projects involved complex stakeholder 
engagement.

Excerpt from client presentation. Note: Due to the commercial sensitivity multi-page documents are available for review in hard copy format.



Experience: Evidence of previous brand projects and brand experience (cont.)

Queensland Performing Arts Centre 

Brand strategy and visual identity based 
on new vision and business strategy

Develop a brand strategy and visual approach 
that aligned to the Queensland Performing 
Arts Centre’s (Qpac) personality as a place of 
dynamism and energy.

The project commenced with a detailed 
customer journey map and customer 
observations. A new trademark was inspired 
by light writing—a photographic technique 
that traces a light source over a long 
exposure—to convey time and movement.

The name block and other supporting 
graphics were developed to correlate with the 
dominant forms of the venue’s architecture.

A flexible colour palette keyed off recent 
refurbishment of the interiors allows the 
identity to align with seasons, events and 
promotions.

Excerpt from client presentation. Note: Due to the commercial sensitivity multi-page documents are available for review in hard copy format.

“It seems to really have hit the mark.”
Mr John Kotzas,  

Chief Executive, Qpac



Experience: Evidence of previous brand projects and brand experience (cont.)

Sinclair Knight Merz

Brand audit and development of brand 
strategy inline with new strategic plan

Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) is a leading 
projects firm, with global capability in 
strategic consulting, engineering, and 
project delivery. It operates across Asia 
Pacific, the Americas, Europe, the Middle 
East, and Africa, deploying some 7,000 
people from more than 40 offices. We 
worked with Marketing team from the Mining 
Division and commenced with a brand audit 
and benchmarking projects across the 
organisation. Internal communication tools 
were developed to create awareness around 
what brand is and the importance of creating 
a cohesive brand across all of the crucial 
client touch points.

Excerpt from client presentation. Note: Due to the commercial sensitivity multi-page documents are available for review in hard copy format.



1 Introductions 
/ Overview / 
Scoping

> Introductions key 
stakeholders

> Understand WIP 
> Request copies of 

previous research 
> Learnings from 

previous initiatives
> Milestones and 

deliverables.

2  Understand 
Business Context

> Business strategy
> Brand strategy
> Outcomes
> Understanding 

current benchmarks 
(industry) and KPIs 
(internal)

> Identify IP—TM and 
licencing.

3   Research / 
Background—
Stage 1

> Interviews—
Stakeholders

> Desktop research
> Report on WIP and 

preliminary findings.

4 Research / 
Background—
Stage 2

> Interviews—
one-on-one

>  Identify trends
> Analysis and 

recommendation.

5 Brand Audit

> Review previous 
brand strategies 

> Document key touch 
points / ‘client 
journeys’ from target 
markets’ perspective 

> Build persona around 
these journeys.

6 Presentations

> Initial WIP, and final 
presentation of 
research (Stage 1 
and 2)

>  Executive summary 
featuring key points.

7 Budget / Timeline 
check

> Weekly budget 
reviews

> Weekly timeline 
reviews

>  Concise report 
(email).

8 Outputs

> Executive summary of 
findings—ppt 
presentation and 
‘soft’ copies

> Full report on 
research findings—
’soft’ copies.

 Methodology: The methodology of how Brand Audits intends to approach the tasks and resulting output

Developing a cohesive brand story

Phase One

9 Research-
informed brand 
building

> Review findings
>  Use ‘design thinking’ 

methodologies
> Develop brand 

strategy outline
> Develop personas 

that encapsulate the 
different target 
markets.

10 Brand Experience

> What ‘brand 
experience’ reflects 
the organisation

> Review and capture 
previous experiences

> Set benchmarks.

11 Value Proposition

> Create short, clear, 
simple statement 
(main reasons why 
organisation is 
unique)

> Include target 
markets, key benefits, 
and rationale.

12 Brand Inspiration

> Develop brand story
> Develop brand idea
>  Develop brand values 

and personality 
(overlay FPQ and 
SHFPA values).

13 Brand Blueprint

> Develop brand 
blueprint 

> Bring all findings and 
create one-page 
overview

> Present WIP for 
feedback and 
incorporate further 
findings / comments.

14 Presentations

> Initial WIP, and final 
presentation of brand 
blueprint and WIP 
brand wheel

>  Executive summary 
featuring key points.

15 Budget / Timeline 
check

> Weekly budget 
reviews

> Weekly timeline 
reviews

>  Concise report 
(email).

16 Outputs

> Executive summary of 
findings—ppt 
presentation and 
‘soft’ copies

> Full report on 
research findings—
’soft’ copies.

Phase Two

17 Brand Expressions

> Develop the 
personality

> Establish brand 
essence

> Continue to 
document in brand 
story document.

18 Brand Education 
content / tools

> Develop relevant 
brand tools

> Create ‘brand basics’
> Create ‘brand book’
>  Brand Strategy 

document to include 
one-page summary / 
overview. 

19 Brand Execution

> Prepare ‘Creative 
Brief’ in line with 
brand strategy

> Develop supplier 
procurement 
processes 

> Discuss 
implementation 
timeframe, budget, 
and KPIs.

20 Brand Education 
Tools

> Development of 
relevant tools to 
educate all 
executives, staff, 
stakeholders, 
partners, and 
suppliers

> Customise tools to 
acknowledge brand 
understanding.

21 Education / 
Workshops

> Workshops for all 
executives, staff, 

> Pilot, seek feedback, 
and fine tune 
workshops before 
delivering all

> As required for new 
staff, stakeholders, 
partners, and 
suppliers.

22 Presentations

> Initial WIP, and final 
presentation of 
research (Stage 1 
and 2)

>  Executive summary 
featuring key points.

23 Budget / Timeline 
check

> Weekly budget 
reviews

> Weekly timeline 
reviews

>  Concise report 
(email).

24 Outputs

> Brand Strategy 
diagram 

>  Brand ‘tools’/kits
> Creative Brief
> Processes for 

procurement and 
outsourcing

> Full report on final 
project outputs—
’soft’ copies.

Phase Three



Research / 
Background

> Board
> CEO
>  Executive

Team.

Business 
Context

>  Business
Strategy

> Vision
> Values
> Purpose
> Goals
> IP.

Brand 
Audit

>  Background
research

>  Review
touch points
and brand
expression.

Client 
Insights

>  Conversation
with two+
clients to
seek deep
customer
insights.

Audit Findings / 
 Reports

>  Report of
findings

> Next stages.

Stage 
One

> Action plan
>  Agree on

stages
> Design brief
>  Plan for

roll out
> Prototype
> Launch.

Brand 
Strategy

>  Brand
Essence

Stage 
Two+

>  Ongoing
roll out

> Mentoring
>  Education

program, ie,
‘Brand Tour’.

Future 
Stages

>  Review
six monthly
basis.

Annual 
Audit

>  Annual audit
to check
alignment.

Ongoing audits.

Sample: An example of a presentation used to communicate brand projects

Methodology / Process Flow Chart

Communicating brand to various stakeholders

Brand Audits has extensive experience in creating cohesive 
brand stories. These brand stories need to be communicated 
to stakeholders at all levels of the organisation. We have 
used the Gold Coast City Council case study to 
demonstrate a typical document that is prepared for 
communication as well benchmarking.

Although the ‘Methodology / Process Flow Chart’ framework, 
shown above, is used to help guide the organisations to 
achieve a cohesive brand, the outcome is unique for each 
client. Organisation's history, culture, brand experience, and 
brand knowledge etc, are all considered during the project 
eg,  the 'Brand 'Glossary' included in the brand book is 
customised to each organisation's requirements. 

To explain the brand development process, we have used our 
process flow chart and visual representation of the different 
tools and outcomes achieved. Brand Audits is more than 
happy to talk about these audits in general terms but due to 
the market sensitive information of the contents, copies are 
not available for review.
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CASE STUDY

Gold Coast City Council Signage
Sentinels of the brand

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 b

Signs are permanent 

representatives of any 

council in the environment, 

acting as sentinels of 

information for those who 

come across them.

In this way, signage can 

directly impact on the 

perception and reputation 

of that council in either a 

positive or negative way.

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 1

The task
In early 2006, Moody Design was commissioned to review Gold Coast City Council (GCCC) 

signage and to provide a strategy to improve the use of this vital communication tool.

The audit

Observations

The audit revealed a number of areas for concern and improvement in its report. Central 

factors included:

> A lack of consistency

> A tendency for verbosity

> A disorganised approach to implementation.

Challenges
Many of these observations were systemic from challenges that also faced any future attempt 

to rectify them.

These included:

> The need to balance fl exibility with consistency

> The sheer number of signs generated by an organisation the size of Council precluded 

more radical changes

> The large size and complexity of the organisation

> Existing perceptions of signage as an expense not an investment and that near enough 

was good enough

Opportunities
In addition to the challenges of the design commission, Moody Design noted many 

opportunities that could be taken into consideration.

These included:

> The presence of a dedicated in-house ‘sign shop’ able to handle basic signage 

requirements

> A strong desire by Corporate Communication Branch to build on Council’s brand through 

all channels, including its signage

> Various simultaneous major projects with specifi c wayfi nding signage requirements as 

flagships for the new standards.

Moody Design included senior staff with both intimate and unfamiliar perspectives of the Gold 

Coast. Delivering both insight from local knowledge and uniquely objective perspectives akin 

to tourists and first time visitors to the area.

Beginnings

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 2

Audit samples
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Strategy

Sign classes
The audit reviewed a cross section of signs with 

guidance from Corporate Communication Branch.

The masses of photographs and notes were reviewed 

and collated into the audit report fi ndings.

A key outcome of the Signage Audit Report included 

a proposed strategy for managing and rolling out a 

change in signage management.

Central to this was a strategic diagram that divided 

signs into two key classes; ‘signature’ and ‘utility’.

Utility class

Utility signs represented the common functional signs 

needed by Council in the day-to-day running of its 

operations. Many of these signs needed to be cost 

effective and quick to produce, taking full advantage 

of the facilities available at the sign shop.

Signature class

Signature class signs represented a signifi cant increase in investment in the Council’s identity 

at high profi le locations. Presenting key Council assets and initiatives at a world-class level.

Design management
To manage the design of visual standards concurrently with the ongoing signage needs of 

major projects, Moody Design implemented a ‘hub and spoke’ strategy.

This strategy allowed a complex range of signage needs to be broken down into manageable 

segments around a central set of standards. These could be rolled out gradually as priorities 

and resources dictated.

The hub

The core set of visual standards set the foundation for all other signage. As the raw 

ingredients for future interpretation they were prescriptive in their specifi cations yet generic in 

specifi c application.

These standards included:

> A revised and ratifi ed logo design

> A new corporate typeface

> A core set of colour standards.

The spokes—modular additions

Packages of sign guidelines and / or site-specifi c 

applications were then interpreted from the core 

standards for specifi c areas within Council. This 

allowed signage packages to correctly respond 

to the unique needs of each area without 

contradicting the core visual standards.

Applications  
 Application

s  
 A

pplications  
 Applications

Core Visual
Standards

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 4

Logo and typeface

Updating the logo
The Gold Coast City Council (GCCC) logo was originally developed in the late 1980’s and had 

stood the test of time remarkably well.

The audit process did reveal that although the GCCC symbol itself was consistently applied, 

the appearance of the associated typeface was disjointed and dysfunctional. 

Any attempt to radically change the logo would fl y in the face of 20-plus years of distribution 

and signifi cant equity from public recognition and recall of the trademark.

What was practical was a careful revision of the logo to incorporate a new corporate typeface 

that lent itself both to print and signage applications.

The audit process also revealed a number of instances where a horizontal confi guration of 

the logo would be useful. As would a stacked configurations that could better compete with 

co-sponsor logos by deliberately absorbing extra visual space.

A new corporate typeface
Previous material had used the ‘Meta’ typeface. However the Queensland Government’s 

identity also used this typeface and the sheer volume of work they produced in this font was 

overshadowing its use by any other party.

Given the central role signage was to play for the Gold Coast City Council the typeface 

‘Frutiger’ was selected by Moody Design consultants to replace ‘Meta’.

This new typeface has an interesting history. Being originally designed for the Charles 

DeGaule Airport signage in Paris in the late 1960’s, it found widespread acceptance as an 

elegant typeface for print material after its public release in the mid 1970’s.

As a ‘humanist’ design, the typeface is less clinical than the commonly used ‘Helvetica’ (or its 

close relative ‘Arial’) yet maintains a high degree of readability at both large and small sizes.

Part of the bigger picture
These two key elements of the Gold Coast City Council brand identity were incorporated into 

their broader visual standards—documented internally—as well as the signage masterplan 

itself.

The infl uence of these upgrades has now fi ltered through to many of Council’s publications 

providing a more appropriate appearance for the Council brand that also correlates with its 

signage.

Background field

Logo block / constrained field

GCCC symbol GCCC logo

GCCC text
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Signage masterplan
The design management strategy manifested itself into two volumes.

The fi rst comprised the 30 page masterplan document itself that established the core visual 

standards of all signage. The second volume serves as an appendix to the masterplan, 

gathering together applications of those underlying standards.

While the core masterplan document remains largely unchanged, the ‘signage suite’ 

volume continually grows as specific packages of signage are created.

Masterplan

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 6

Natural Areas Management Unit
Signage Guidelines

Gold Coast Regional Botanic Gardens
Signage Guidelines

Gold Coast City Council Parks
Interim Signage Guidelines

Gold Coast City Council Public Libraries
Interim Signage Guidelines

Gold Coast City Council Pools
Signage Guidelines

Guideline documents

Particular units within Gold Coast City Council (GCCC) have specialised signage 

requirements that need to be addressed. Within the framework of the masterplan individual 

sets of signage guidelines were developed for these entities. The guidelines allow signage to 

both meet the unique needs and personality of these units as well as reinforce the underlying 

GCCC visual standards.

These guideline documents form part of the ‘Signage Suites’ volume and are added on a 

case-by-case basis as they are developed.

Interim Signage Guidelines
Roadside Signage for Tourist Areas

Specifi c sign applications are then designed and fabricated from these guidelines (with 

reference back to the parent masterplan document).

Sample: An example of a presentation used to communicate brand projects (cont.)

Gold Coast City Council Case Study



Sample: An example of a presentation used to communicate brand projects (cont.)
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Applications

Realising the vision
Although the roll-out process is an ongoing and never-ending one, a number of prominent 

projects have already been fabricated and installed. These serve as excellent showcases 

of the signage masterplan as well as demonstrating the fl exibility that exists within GCCC 

standards.

Recent signature projects include:

> ‘Evandale’ council administration site

> Economic Development and Major Projects offi ce livery

> Gold Coast Regional Botanic Gardens

> Carrara Sporting Complex—incorporating Gold Coast Stadium

> Gold Coast Oceanways

> Bathing Reserves

> Labrador suburb entry.

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 8

‘Evandale’ council administration site
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Economic Development and Major Projects offi ce livery

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 10

Carrara Sports Complex (incorporating Gold Coast Stadium)

Gold Coast City Council Signage Case Study     © Moody.BrandAdvisors 2009 11

Gold Coast Regional Botanic Gardens—stage one



Sample: An example of a presentation used to communicate brand projects (cont.)

Brand Education / Workshop Tools

The tools and style of delivery, depends on each 
organisation's unique culture and understanding of what 
brand is. Brand Audits uses a combination of these  
key tools:

> Relevant Journal Articles: ie, Harvard Business Review

> Identification of benchmark companies: To explain 'Brand'
in general, or to demonstrate a key component missing in
an organisations brand strategy. Examples include Apple,
Dyson, Hilti, Air New Zealand, Icebreaker, Method et al.

> Presentations and Workshops: What is Brand?
Powerpoints eg, 'Thought Leadership—Design Thinking
for the 21st Century', 'Design Thinking: Insights to
Innovation', and 'Brand is Everything'.

> Authoring Case Studies / Papers: eg, 'Gold Coast City
Council—Sentinals of Brand', 'Starwood vs Four
Seasons—Different Business Models means Different
Brand Strategy means Different Brand Expressions'; and
Beyond Australia's Resources boom: The top five traits of
design-led, innovative companies that Australian
companies need to develop

> Summaries and distributions of 'Conversations with
Global Thought Leaders' on a regular basis: eg, Mauro
Porcini, Design Executive Pepsi Co (previously with 3M),
Chip Conley, Founder of Joie de Vivre; Sir Stuart
Hampson, Former Chairman of the John Lewis
Partnership, UK; Claudia Kotchka, former VP, Procter &
Gamble; Professor Robert Sutton, Stanford University
and author of best selling business books; Jill Flynn,
Co-Author of Break Your Own Rules.

Due the our clients’ differing needs, Brand Education / 
Workshop Tools vary depending on the outcome of the 
brand audit and ongoing requirements. We have access to 
global thought leaders and make it our goal to keep  up  
with global trends and innovative companies. The outcome 
is new thinking and a fresh response to the complex and 
ever-changing business environment.
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Field Guide

Business Context Touch PointsBrand Assets Notes / CommentsBrand Architecture / 
Positioning

Key Observations

The following prompts / questions will assist with documenting your observations.

>  What do you consider are the three key customer touch points, ie, refer to 
‘Touch Points’ list?

>   What is the ‘brand experience’, ie, comment on ambience of the store?

>  How did it feel when you walked into store, ie, how were you greeted? 

>  How were the products displayed?

>  Why is it important that the store supports the brand?

> Why is it important to align touch points with the brand strategy?

> Other:

Examples 

> Store fit out

> Products

> Staff behaviour

> Staff apparel

>  Carry bags / Packaging

> Signage

>   Brochures /  
Point-of-Sale /  
Business cards

>  Digital / Online

> Other:

 

 

 

Brand Audits 
‘Retail Brand Tour’ Brisbane CBD (half day)

Field Guide

17 Light Street Fortitude Valley  
PO Box 2408 Fortitude Valley QLD 4006 Australia
Telephone +61 7 3315 2397
brandaudits.com.au

Tour Leader  
Christine Moody, CEO, Brand Audits 
Mobile 0419 888 468

Agenda AM PM

> Pre-tour ‘Brief’ 9.00am–9.30am 1.00pm–1.30pm
A Aesop 9.30am–10.00am 1.30pm–2.00pm
B Kikki.K 10.00am–10.30am 2.00pm–2.30pm
> Tour ‘Half Way’ check 10.30am–11.00am 2.30pm–3.00pm
C Oroton 11.00am–11.30am 3.00pm–3.30pm
D Grill’d 11.30am–12.00am 3.30pm–4.00pm
> Post-tour ‘Wrap Up’ 12.00am–12.30pm 4.00pm–4.30pm

B

C

DA

Tour Details

Date   /  / 2012       Time     AM   or     PM 

Client  Job Number 

Project Title  Contact 

Tour Meeting Point

Attendees

1  Mobile 

2  Mobile 

3  Mobile 

4  Mobile 
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Brand Audits—The Process

The Process—Benchmark Example One: Standard Chartered Bank

Our Brand and Values

We aim to uphold high standards of  
corporate governance, social responsibility, 
environmental protection & employee diversity.

We strive to build a sustainable business over 
the long term. As a leading international bank, 
we believe we can positively impact the 
economy and lead the way in the communities 
where we operate.

Our Brand Promise

Here for good is the essence of who we  
are. It’s about sticking by our clients and 
customers through good times and bad, 
and always trying to do the right thing.

It’s our new brand promise that reflects our 
oldest belief. It’s what we have been doing 
for 150 years and it reflects our commitment 
to be Here for the people, Here for progress, 
Here for the long run. Here for good.

Here for people  
Nothing is more important than our people, 
and the people we work for. We’re committed 
to world-class banking services that are 
people focused.

Here for progress  
We believe in creating value beyond profit and 
that every venture is an opportunity to do the 
right thing for the communities we work with.

Here for the long run  
For over 150 years, we’ve been committed 
to building longstanding relationships that 
deliver real benefits to the communities in 
which we operate.

Foote, N, Eisenstat, R, & Fredberg, T. 2011, 'The Higher Ambition Leader, Harvard Business 
Review, 89, 9, pp. 94—102, Business Source Elite, EBSCOhost, viewed 5 November 2011.
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‘Retail Brand Tour’ Brisbane CBD (half day)

Field Guide

Business Context Touch PointsBrand Assets Notes / CommentsBrand Architecture / 
Positioning

Key Observations

The following prompts / questions will assist with documenting your observations.

>  What do you consider are the three key customer touch points, ie, refer to 
‘Touch Points’ list?

>   What is the ‘brand experience’, ie, comment on ambience of the store?

>  How did it feel when you walked into store, ie, how were you greeted? 

>  How were the products displayed?

>  Why is it important that the store supports the brand?

> Why is it important to align touch points with the brand strategy?

> Other:

Examples 

> Store fit out

> Products

> Staff behaviour

> Staff apparel

>  Carry bags / Packaging

> Signage

>   Brochures /  
Point-of-Sale /  
Business cards

>  Digital / Online

> Other:

CBD location
Queens Plaza  
149 Adelaide Street  
Brisbane

Products
Natural products— 
skin, hair, body. 

Website
aesop.com 

History
Est. 1987  
Melbourne, Australia.

‘Aesop’—Greek for 
storyteller.

Number of  
stores / location
43 stores worldwide—
flagship in Collins Street 
Melbourne, 4 in Paris,  
6 in London, and 3 in 
New York, Tokyo, Zurich, 
HK, Singapore, Taiwan, 
Europe, Asia, and USA.

Staff numbers
150–250 

Revenue
45M

Structure
 >  Board / CEO/  

Executive Team: 
Founder and MD 
Dennis Paphitis

>  Privately owned—
majority shareholder 
is DP and minority 
shareholder—since 
2010—Harbert 
Australia Private  
Equity listed

>  Australian (Fitzroy, 
Melbourne) based.

Brand Strategy
All natural, mostly 
botanical, needs-based 
high quality, very 
sophisticated, high 
integrity, very exclusive 
skin hydrators.

Brand Platform

 Vision
>  To create a range of 

superlative products for 
skin, hair, and body.

 Mission
>  Everything is pure 

and natural.

 Values 
> Substance not spin
>  Understated, discreet, 

refined.

Personality 
>  Serious about products 

but not about life.

Tone of Voice
>  Scientific with a ‘twist’
>  Design sensibility is 

somewhere between 
utility of Muji and the 
luxury of Hermes

>  Combined elements 
of an art gallery, a 
laboratory, and a  
motel bathroom.

Intangible Assets (IP) 
> ‘Aesop’ name and logo
> Graphics
> Packaging
> Products
>  Research into 

botanicals / formulas
> Brand Identity
> Illustrations
> Photographs
> Goodwill
> Social media followers
> Mail lists (post / email).

Tangible Assets 
> Buildings
> Store design
> Interior design.

>  Corporate / single 
brand and product 
name

>   One voice through 
packaging design but 
many looks across  
each store—takes on 
style and architecture 
informed by local 
culture ie, New York 
store has fit out using 
The New York Times 
newspapers stacked  
to form tables

>  Only embellishment 
(Aesop’s signature 
quotes) on the walls

>  Superlative products  
for skin, hair, and body

>  Beauty is part of a 
balanced life that 
include a healthy diet, 
sensible exercise,  
a moderate intake of 
red wine, and a regular 
dose of good books

>  Leaders not followers

>  Build association’s  
with arts and cultural 
events, food events, 
wine, design, and 
architecture.

A  Aesop

A  Aesop

d.thinking:
a business innovation intensive 
by Christine Moody, CEO, Brand Audits

Transform the way you do business: learn to think like  
a designer and increase growth, productivity, revenue,  
and market share.
‘design thinking’ is a methodology used to approach business  
problems the way designers approach design problems.

The world’s most successful organisations are harnessing  
design thinking to innovate. By thinking like designers, their 
executives are revolutionising the way they develop new 
products, services, and processes.

The d.thinking intensive

Brand Audit’s d.thinking intensive is run in small teams of  
six over two half-days. The course is inspired by Stanford 
University’s D.School—a leader in the international design 
thinking movement. (The D.School’s corporate alumni include 
Procter & Gamble, Jet Blue, GE Healthcare, and Intuit.)

d.thinking is delivered by Brand Audits CEO, Christine Moody, 
who coaches you in problem solving processes that can be  
used throughout an organisation. Christine focuses on  
user-centred design principles to solve business problems 
and processes. This will allow you capture valuable consumer 
insights and tailor innovation specifically to your clients’ needs, 
while remaining true to your brand. The intensive is specifically 
designed to be ‘hands-on’ so can you ‘learn by doing’.

About Brand Audits

Brand Audits provides unparalleled corporate brand expertise  
to help organisations maximise, protect and build their brand. 
The firm’s services include brand auditing, brand identity strategy 
and communication counsel. Our clientele are drawn from the 
corporate, government, retail, health, and arts sectors.

Christine Moody

Christine is internationally regarded  
for her brand expertise, business- 
nous and design excellence. Leading  
a multi-disciplined team, and utilising 
brand and design processes developed 
over 30 years, she consistently and 
efficiently delivers leading-edge design, 
brand development, and effective 
brand identity strategies.

>  Highly awarded, with more than  
20 Australian and international  
awards including Telstra Business 
Women’s Award—Queensland  
Finalist

> Extensive global client base:  
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne,  
Los Angeles, Chicago, London, 
and Muscat

> Over 10 years’ experience on 
Boards and Councils

> In demand as a corporate speaker, 
with more than 50 engagements 
between 1995–2011.

> Member of industry groups:
Australian Institute of Company 
Directors  
Design Institute of Australia 
Australian Graphic Design Association  
Design Management Institute (USA).

Call to book your place in the next d.thinking intensive:  
07 3315 2397.

The Brand
Scorecard
Successfully managing the customer experience is the ultimate goal.

By Lawrence A. Crosby and Brian S. Lunde

Customerb o n d i n g

12 � M M  M a y / J u n e  2 0 0 8

I N  T H E I R pioneering Harvard Business
Review articles and book, The Balanced
Scorecard: Translating Strategy Into Action
(Harvard Business School Press, 1996),
Robert Kaplan and David Norton intro-
duced a framework for a strategic meas-
urement and management system. The
scorecard “balances” short- and long-
term objectives, financial and nonfinan-
cial measures, lagging and leading indi-
cators, and external and internal per-
formance perspectives. The balanced
scorecard serves to communicate and
align the organization around the busi-
ness strategy. Companies around the
world have adopted some version of 
the balanced scorecard as a means of
organizing their corporate KPIs (key
performance indicators). 

One of the more recent developments
in performance measurement/manage-
ment is the concept of the “brand score-
card”—which is narrower in scope than
the balanced scorecard. The brand score-
card views performance through a cus-
tomer-focused “brand lens.” Highly
appropriate for companies managing
multiple brands, it also applies to single
brand companies. Its premise is that
favorable business outcomes accrue to
companies whose brands have strong
demand pull. This scorecard aligns busi-
ness functions around creating an excep-

tional (i.e., differentiated and relevant)
branded experience across the entire
landscape of customer touchpoints to
drive higher levels of brand attraction
and loyalty. In effect, the brand score-
card integrates performance, brand, and
customer experience management. 

Whirlpool Corporation, a leading
manufacturer of appliances, has rolled
out a version of the brand scorecard con-
cept to all of its appliance brands
around the world. Whirlpool heralds
this as a major step forward in its strate-
gy of brand-focused value creation. 

A brand scorecard should be
expressed on one page. This creates
organizational focus around a limited
set of strategic goals, key indicators, and
the drivers of brand success with the
most impact. In most companies, the
scorecard will be deployed via a secure
portal using a dashboard—and it may
even feature real-time data streams.

The scorecard represents a layered
causal model of performance metrics
from Level 4 up to Level 1 (see Exhibit
1). Lower level measures tend to be
leading indicators of change, while
those at the upper end tend to be lag-
ging indicators.

Brand Promise Statement
The brand promise statement serves

as the unifying strategic principle that
holds the brand scorecard together. The
brand promise is a succinct expression
of how customers can expect to experi-
ence the brand across all touchpoints.

Marketplace and Financial Outcomes
If the brand promise is compelling

and consistently reinforced and deliv-
ered, results will be reflected in measures
of key marketplace and financial out-
comes. Commonly sought-after brand
outcomes include: distribution coverage;
size of the customer base; market share;
price premium; total revenue; gross prof-
it; operating income and so on.

For each of these outcome metrics
(and all others in the brand scorecard),
there should be at least four pieces of
performance data: previous period 
actual, current period target, current
period projected, and next period fore-
cast (the definition of “period” will 
vary by company). 

Demand Pull
Positive business outcomes are best

assured when there is a strong customer
franchise for the brand. “Push” strate-
gies can be effective, but (in the long
run) it is much easier to secure favorable
distribution, maintain margins, and pro-
tect/grow share when the ultimate buy-

The seven criteria for a good name
1 Distinctiveness
 Does it stand out from the crowd, especially from other names in its class?  

Does it separate well from ordinary text and speech? The best brand names have  
the ‘presence’ of a proper noun.

2 Brevity
 Is it short enough to be easily recalled and used? Will it resist being  

reduced to a nickname? Long multi-word names will be quickly shortened to  
non-communicating initials.

3 Appropriateness
 Is there a reasonable fit with the business purpose of the entity? If it would work  

just as well—or better—for another entity, keep looking.

4 Easy Spelling and Pronunciation
 Will most people be able to spell the name after hearing it spoken? Will they be able  

to pronounce it after seeing it written? A name shouldn’t turn into a spelling test or  
make people feel ignorant.

5 Likability
 Will people enjoy using it? Names that are intellectually stimulating, or provide a  

good ‘mouth feel,’ have a head start over those that don’t.

6 Extendibility
 Does it have ‘legs’? Does it suggest a visual interpretation or lend itself to a number  

of creative executions? Great names provide endless opportunities for brand play.

7 Protectability
 Can it be trademarked? Is it available for web use? While many names can be 

trademarked, some names are more defensible than others, making them safer  
and more valuable in the long run.

As presented at the McCullough Robertson / Brand Audits Boardroom Lunch: 
National business names registration—the new system and securing, developing 
and maximising your brand potential, Friday 27 May 2011.

Neumeier, M., 2006. The Brand Gap. Revised Edition, New Riders, Berkeley, CA.
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Customer Touch Points 
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Customer touch points!

Touch Point Description _______________________________________________________!

Phase 1 (Example): Phase 1: Phase 2: Phase 3: Phase 4: Phase 5: 

Initial Client Contact 

Via:   Via:      Via:      Via:      Via:      Via: 

Conference 

Presentation 

Email 

Website 

Touch point:   Touch point:      Touch point:      Touch point:      Touch point:      Touch point: 

Conference booth 

Presentation 

Corporate Brochures 

Website link 

Email 

Proposal (Word Doc) 

Notes:    Notes:      Notes:      Notes:      Notes:      Notes: 

Marketing prepares material based on 
positioning for conference.  

How you look

Visual identity

How you speak

Tone of voice

What success 
looks like and 
how it will be 
measured

Opportunity Target Audience Brand Experience

Who What + Why How

Value Proposition Brand Inspiration Brand Blueprint Brand Expressions Brand Execution

Hypotheses on 
Priority Targets

Industry, client 
and competitors 
assessment

Brand Culture 
Framework

Launch

Implementation

How much money
(Budget setting)

How you spend it
(Tactic selection)

What measures
(Success metrics)

How you act

Internal Brand 
Alignment

Naming and taglines

Verbal Identity

What you say 
and to whom

Messaging

Creative Brief

Who + What + Why

Value Proposition

(Investigate activities 
related to the intended 
project scope and 
deliverables)

(This work will also 
confirm the Who 
hypotheses)

Through the eyes of the 
Who, evaluate current 
What, Why, How:

Brand 
Values

Brand 
Personality

Brand 
Idea

Brand 
Story

Customer 
Experience 
Touch point 
Map Brand Architecture

What you offer
and who offers it

© Interbrand 2010

Impact Model A propriety Interbrand construct that links brand 
strategy with creativity and implementation. The model 
sequentially answers four fundamental questions – 
who, what, why, and how? Who are the high priority 
targets that will drive profit and growth? What is the 
single-minded aspirational brand promise? Why should 
the target believe the promise – now and in the future? 

How do we internally and externally bring the 
value proposition? The model has recently been 
expanded to include a fifth question – how much? 
The last question quantifies the results of the 
results of the entire effort so involves a return on 
return on brand investment component.



Looking forward to working as part 
of the team!




